The world Citizens are voting:

The world Citizens are voting: Germs of violence generated by the fact that the majority of people live in extreme poverty while a few of them live in abundance; atmospheric and water pollution, the monopolizing and wasting of fossil energy resources and rare raw materials, the demographic explosion, monetary disorders, the armament race are all planetary problems which go beyond States competency.

Facing these problems, the international organisations, showing very often their inabilities, incapables of achieving their best intentions, impaired by the national and private interests are unable to defend universal peace and the cause of humanity.

Confronted to this impotence of the states and their international institutions we, people of the world must organise ourselves to make our voices heard, and show our willingness to achieve the elaboration of a pacific and civilised world.

The people's Congress has precisely this mission.

The People's Congress is not a World Parliament nor a World Constituent Assembly but a preparation democratic step. The people's Congress does not issue universal laws but prepares the way to a world democracy.

It is the emerging voice of the world people besides and complementary to numerous organisations of the civil society that work in the same direction.

A renovated Peoples Congress

Created by successive elections between 1969 and 1998 the People's Congress had to face several problems due to its own structure.

That is why in 2003 during the Plenary Session the People's Congress was deeply reorganised in its mode of existence and functioning. That is why you are asked to elected the second third of the People's Congress.

You will have to designate 15 new delegates for a 9 years mandate.

The candidates that are presented to you in this pages have answered the call for candidacy published in several newspapers. They are all world citizens and have been approved by the Election Control Commission. They all are fine candidates. Nevertheless they are all from different origin, experiences, ways of thinking and orientations.

You will have decide about your choice!

The new people's Congress will be what you will decide it to be and the legitimacy and efficiency that you will give to it. That is why it is important to make your choice and to express it. It is your citizen duty and it is a necessity for world democracy's progress.

The Elections Control Commission of the People's Congress
June 21, 2010

How to vote?

You have received

In the big white envelop:

⇒ This 12 pages "candidate booklet", including 2 pages of explanations and 10 pages for the presentation of the candidates. There are twenty candidates presented, each one on a half page.
⇒ a standard format white envelop called “reply paid” usable in every country of the world. (Universal Postal Union regulations)
⇒ A smaller green envelop
⇒ A ballot bulletin with the 20 candidate's names.

You have to choose 15 names only

You choose 15 names maximum among the 20 candidates presented.

You ear mark your choices on the bulletin putting a cross in the little squares facing the candidate's name.

You send your ballot bulletin

1. Fold the bulletin and put it in the little green envelop.
2. Put this green envelop in the white one named "reply paid".
3. Unstuck the protective band from the white envelops and close it.
4. Mail this envelop without putting stamps.

Please note:

a) The white “reply paid” envelops will be open only on September 22, 2007, day of the counting of the votes.
b) To be valid, your bulletin must show only crosses that express your choice. Maximum 15 crosses. No other writing should be authorized.
c) The green envelop should contain only the voting bulletin. However, with the green envelop you can add in the “reply paid” envelop, mail or money that do not exceed 20 grams.
d) The letters from A to T are points of references given to the candidates according to the dates of reception of their files by the Election Control Commission. These letters are meant to simplify the counting procedures.

Do not wait!
The Peoples Congress Mission:

- Establish the inventory of all the needs common to human kind
- Proclaim the necessity of Public World Institutions able to satisfy this needs
- Define:
  1. The domains where it is necessary to have Public World Institutions
  2. The transfers of skills that will have to be accepted in favour of World Institutions by the Nation States
  3. The necessary procedures for the creation of Public World Institutions
  4. The structures of the supra-national world federal authority to be created
- Express in World Declarations the opinion and the choices of the people of the world about the events concerning human kind’s fate
- Intervene with governments or international authorities on current world problems
- Study the expert’s reports on world constitution projects and give one’s opinion
- Present a draft proposal of a world federal constitution to the governments and to the national parliaments as well as to various international authorities
- Take all the necessary initiatives to start a democratic world parliament including a chamber for the people of the world
- Look for collaboration and the creation of culture, information and education organisations to facilitate the awareness of universal solidarity.

On the financial side:

The election to the Peoples' Congress is free

The right to vote does not require any subscription or contribution. Each elector will get ballot paper and an envelop to send it back free of charges even abroad. No stamps are needed.

However nothing is really free..., paper, envelopes, printing, mailing, cost of the return envelops ..all this together cost around 9,300 €

… And we plan to do the same elections in 2013 and 2016 !

… We will also need a budget for the delegates: cost of meetings, reports, necessary interventions with the medias, the states and the international institutions.

More than ever the World Citizen Registry invites you all to send your voluntary contribution equivalent to a half day of salary, in order to help our organisation to fulfil her role effectively, We can send your contributions :

- Or to your Registration Center of World Citizens
- Or to : WORLD CITIZENS : CCP PARIS 2848 94 Y
  IBAN : FR 10 2004 1000 0102 8489 4Y02 027 - Bank Identifier Code : PSSTFRPPPAR
- Or by PayPal from the site : www.recim.org/cdnv/pag-an.htm
  • We accept checks in euros issued in French banks
  • For other countries and other moneys please send international mailing or a bank transfer using the IBAN above
  • We accept bank notes placed between coloured paper sheets and in the white “reply” envelop but not in the election green envelop.

The creations of the People's Congress:

- Institute of “Mundialist” Studies (IEM) (1977). Research, cultural and training organization oriented towards a world point of view
  => IEM-AIGS, rue Vicave 60, 4041 VATTEM (Belgique)
- World Press Agency (AMIP) (1980)
  It diffuses regularly or occasionally to the press the People's Congress information or an editorial about a "mundialist" view point about a current event
- World Community against Hunger: (WCH) (1982)
  It is the pre-run of a World Solidarity Institution, in the form of a trans national mutual society present in 32 countries
  => WCH/SMF 1 ruelle Haute, FR 21120 Gemeaux (France)
  info@globidar.org  www.globidar.org
- Consultative Assembly to the People's Congress: (ASCOP) (2004)
  It includes many registered Associations and a forum of individuals. This assembly is an organisation of participatory democracy oriented towards world problems
  => www.recim.org/ascop/agenda-an.htm
  => ASCOP, at Alain BAL, 16 rue de Belleneuve, 21270 Binges FR
- Registration Legal Services: (2006)
  Established to register by-laws, engagements and contracts of trans national organisations willing to legalised under the world civil law.
  => http://www.recim.org/civil/

Meetings, study groups, declarations, view points, collaboration with all the organisations and groups of organisations caring for the future of humanity and the planet , protection of minorities, respect of human rights, exchanges with states and international institutions, assertion of world law, creation of new institutions...

All of this will be undertaken by the Peoples Congress with you and in your name

Many things have already been accomplished but a lot remains to be achieved.
Dr. Rasmus Tenbergen is Executive Director of the Institute for Leadership Development (www.ifld.de) and of the World Parliament Experiment (www.world-parliament.org). He studied political science and public administration at the Free University of Berlin and at Harvard University concentrating on Negotiation analysis and International relations. From 1996-1997, he was co-opted by former Chancellor Helmut Kohl to the national board of the governing party (CDU) in Germany. Since 2000, he has been lecturer in negotiation and leadership development at the Universities of Bonn and Erfurt.

During the discussion on the World Citizen E-mail list I was invited to add my name on the list of candidates for the Peoples Congress. I am glad to do that because I see a huge potential in the People's Congress: in my opinion, it can serve as a "Provisional World Parliament from below" and that is my favorite way how a World Parliament should be created. I think it is a very good approach if registered world citizens give other world citizens a mandate to represent them, coordinate their efforts, and interact with the outside world. This is also the approach that I tried to implement in the project that I founded in 2000: The World Parliament Experiment (www.world-parliament.org), formerly: The Global Democracy Experiment (www.tgde.org), a provisional World Parliament on the Internet.

During the discussion on the World Citizen E-mail list I was invited to add my name on the list of candidates for the Peoples Congress. I am glad to do that because I see a huge potential in the People's Congress: in my opinion, it can serve as a "Provisional World Parliament from below" and that is my favorite way how a World Parliament should be created. I think it is a very good approach if registered world citizens give other world citizens a mandate to represent them, coordinate their efforts, and interact with the outside world. This is also the approach that I tried to implement in the project that I founded in 2000: The World Parliament Experiment (www.world-parliament.org), formerly: The Global Democracy Experiment (www.tgde.org), a provisional World Parliament on the Internet.

A second important aspect for me is the collaboration between different Global Democracy Initiatives. I am a co-initiator of coalition-building efforts since 2003 (for example: www.world-democracy.org) and here again I see potential for the People's Congress to help organize collaboration with legitimacy through elections based on the principle of one person, one vote. That does not mean that I think it should be the "one and only" umbrella organization, but it can certainly help to co-ordinate the different constructive initiatives.

If you are interested in more information, you can visit my website: www.rasmus-tenbergen.de. I am looking forward to working with you, be it in this or in any other context.

Deputy Secretary - General of World Citizens Registry, ASCOP's Coordinator for Africa

The Peoples Congress is the only viable future world parliament and I’m most glad to be associated with it. The Peoples Congress elections are also a true reflection of proper democratic principles of this millennium.

Personally, I believe I’m already widely known for my opinions on international affairs to which I have contributed often by internet and by interactions.

Hosting the ASCOP seminar in Accra in November 2008 opened up new vistas in my political career.

The African Democratic Council was the result of the theme on which I spoke. The formation of this future authoritative organization is still being pursued with vigor and in collaboration with my other colleagues in Africa and beyond. The Ghana branch will be launched this year.

Already, the response for its implementation is immense. I strongly believe that the modus operandi of the noble ideals of the ADC will be the final panacea to the myriads of problems that we face in Africa.

The African Continent is bedeviled with so much political and social uncertainties to the detriment of the masses.

We must hold the bull by the horn or we perish.

My acceptance into the Peoples Congress will no doubt empower me the more to further galvanize me into action towards the realization of the noble goals that I've set for myself and humanity.

I am also deeply aware that I cannot achieve these goals alone since no person on earth is an island unto himself or herself.

All hands on deck remain my prime philosophy.

Among the Peoples Congress Mundialists are very great personalities who will have a part to play in my aspirations.

Joining them as a partner will enhance ideas and projects.

I do hereby send a clarion call to all, far and near, who are genuinely interested in the betterment of Africa and the entire world to support my initiatives.

Finally, the ADC will work in total collaboration with other human rights organizations like "Agir pour les Droits de l'Homme; Human Rights Watch, Transparency International, and many others.

To you the voter, I say: You are the actual beneficiary of my heart's longings. You have your part to play and it is now! Vote Karl Kpodo for Congress! Vote me the Mundialist Activist to the right place that I deserve.
Josep ORTEGA

Biography

I have considered myself a world citizen for a very long time, and for a number of years I have been active developing projects trying to bring together the different movements and organizations currently existent. I have tried to enroll with all organizations who share the vision of world citizenship and democratic global governance, and for a time promoted the Community of World Citizens; I am still member of a number of them, but unfortunately they seem not to be too active. I organized the First Virtual Congress on World Citizenship and Democratic Global Governance.

More recently, I started THE WAVE, as a new effort to disseminate the basic ideas of the world citizen movement.

Declaration of intention

I believe the world citizen movement is not in its best moment and that it must confront a tide of political protectionism and restrictive nationalism. We need, we have always needed, to join forces and act more coordinately, to make our voices heard in the political arena at all levels an by the public at large.

The Peoples’ Congress can be instrumental in this efforts, and to help it become so I present my candidacy.

Tahar HOUHOU

Biography

Very active citizen in several associations, administrator and volunteer for handicapped people

Humanist militant, working with several local and international structures

Radio presenter for Radio Canut , Radio Link and Radio Plural

During five years I was the administrator of the Villeurbanne CCO where I worked as a volunteer to welcome foreign delegations. Administrator during 4 years of the Georges Levy Center in Vaulx-en-Velin where I took care of the” Nicaragua, Palestine” files.

During 4 years, administrator of the Buers Social Center, I helped developing a charter for the” Active Centre” in Web 2:

With a personnel blog: http://paroleedemocrate.blogspot.com and on Facebook where as much as I can I try to make the internet surfers aware of humanism, peace and justice.

I participated to many meetings concerning transportation and at the national level, I participated in a working group that tried to proposed alternative solutions to the transport problems.

Every year I work as a volunteer to give support to mentally handicapped people when they travel abroad which gives me the opportunity to meet citizens from other countries and to talk with them about world citizenship.

Since one year and thanks to Facebook I became again an active member in the world citizen movement without stopping my other activities . I write articles on the subject and register people in the world citizen registry

I already participated in 4 sessions of the mundialists studies , during 3 years I have been part of the World citizen registry administrative Council and I also participated in a session of the World Solidarity Fund against Hunger

Since 2008 I am very concerned by the Palestine problems and I try to make the French people aware of the Palestinian drama in intense collaboration with the Jewish French and Israeli associations in order to promote a just and long lasting peace

Declaration of intention

I want to develop the idea of world citizenship in the Arab world ,improve in France the relations between the different communities , help to work on the Palestinian problems on the justice level ,fight against all the forms of racism and discrimination and help to improve communication among the different ”mundialists movements”.

Mourad BEN JOMAÂ

What I did:

- Established contacts and correspondence with World Citizens for the exchange of ideas
- Shared with Mr. Bernard Muet information and activities in his region on world citizenship.
- Posted an excerpt from an article about mundialism in the newsletters of World Citizens in coordination with Mr Joel Luguerne.
- Spoke of world citizenship in order to convey the principles of mundialism and registered new world citizens.

If I am elected:

- I'll be available for allmundalist activities, all relevant associations to provide technical assistance at :research/training/education. IEC ....events/movements.
- Give an awareness of the Peoples Congress: its purpose, its method of work, its mission, its history.
- Promote relations between the representatives
- Focus on exchanges between the delegates.
- Diagnose problems that threaten the existence of man on earth
- Promote world democracy: the concept and behavior
- Fight against all dangers that threaten the earth
- Publish articles propaganda) in the newsletters of World Citizens about the management of the world.

Adriano CICCIONI

Biography

I propose my candidature as Peoples Congress delegate starting 7 years ago as member of Tax Resisters League, NY, USA

I am the first Italian citizen to start the fiscal resistance to the military expenses, following the famous speech of the President's of the Italian Republic in the 1978, Mr Sandro Pertini, who said: we must empty arsenals and stuff granaries.

Declaration of intention

I decided to purpose me in order to develop, in the worldwide Parliament, the international points, those who see me, by long time, enrolled in so many associations of the civil society with whom I collaborate there are several decades.

Here the points:

1. to dismiss the military and civil nuke doing to the fact that the atomic technology constitute the worst threat to the survival of the human genus
2. to build the alternative choice based on the renewable energies, convinced as I am that this is the true 50% of the entire economic figure. And, of course, in order to truly fight the global warming
3. to leave the economy PIL oriented in order to turn back to an economy of the rights, able to take care over all the essential human needs. I would to ensue the commandments of the six "R" at the level of the general economic policies, that means

   • Rediffuse (properties and common services)
   • Redistribute (the profit in an egalitarian sense)
   • Relocalize (to produce in limited borders)
   • Relate with the web the men, the work, the production centers
   • Redecrease (consumption of the matters and of the energies)
   • Retransform (military production and those toxic)

These common achievements must feed on some individual actions as to reduce, to reuse, to repair, to recycle, to reduce speed.

As world citizen, ending, I would remember to all that we took the planet lending from the next generations. As local communities, we are only guards of the territories in the name of all mankind.

Born in 1972
World Citizen Card No.184,703
Residing in Jebeniana(Tunisia)
mouradbenjomaayahoo.fr

Born in 1940
World Citizen Card number : 184581
Address : in Milan (Italy)
adrianociccioni@hotmail.com
Biography

Born in 1952
World Citizen Card number : 176496
Address : in Créteil (France)

Higher education in Mauritius. Former director of a hostel for young workers. Former director of a social center. Education Consultant at the Academy of Créteil (France)

Declaration of intention

Yes I can and I will
Because I have a dream

I want to make sure that every World Citizen receives a responsibility, particularly as regards information. Following the decision taken in Brasilia by the Peoples Congress, I want to work at the new growth of the News Agency AMIP.

Born in 1964
World Citizen Card No. 183863
Residing in Souk Ahras (Algeria)

At Heathrow Airport London in 1985, I read in a French Magazine on mundialism, "World Citizen".

A few days later, I contacted the office in Paris and I received all the necessary documents concerning the Registry of World Citizens.

Thereafter, I hesitated at first because the country was in a conflict... I was also afraid of being described as a political delinquent so I concealed all that I received. This happened between 1987 and 2003.

I restarted my project to become an effective person within this organization at the international level and I am very proud of it and most especially when I received the World Citizens identity Card.

I had great courage and strength to begin the fight against anarchy and administrative injustice as well as all sorts of bureaucratic misbehavior.

I have had to cope with people of negative tendencies that pose a threat to the human soul and spirit. These are the tools they use to bring about human destruction, civil war, famine, global warming etc.

During my debates at national and international conferences, I made mention of all these problems alongside some of my colleagues within the cultural associations in Algiers and throughout the entire Algerian territory.

At one point, I tried to attend the meetings of the World Citizens Registry in Paris but I was denied a visa.

Declaration of intention

If I am elected, I would:

• Develop world parliament concepts that need to be more clearly defined.

• Improve communications among fellow mundialists

• Combat all forms of racism and discrimination.
Claudius SCHAUFFLER

Born in 1923  
World Citizen Card number :14062  
Address :Dorfhalde 4, CH 3612 STEFFISBURG  
claudius.schauffler@ch-weltbuerger.org

Biography

Within the World Citizens' Organization, I am active since 1951. In Germany, I participated in the founding of the Organization of World Citizens. As a Professor at the Academy of Music in Basel, I received Swiss Civic Right in 1983. Since May 8, 1997, I am President of the World Citizens in Switzerland. From 17 to 21 June 1995, I attended the "World Citizens Assembly" in San Francisco. In addition, I have represented the World Citizens of Switzerland at the 'International Citizens Peace Conference' in Den Haag (Netherlands) with a stand. This conference took place from 11 to 15 May, 1999.

For many years I have always traveled to Paris to attend the Board meeting of the World Citizens Registry.

On April 16, 2004, I was received as a guest of honor by the Mayor of the Global City of Chelles, Jean-–Paul Planchou, together with our committee members Michael Ehinger and Eva Inmann.

In Switzerland, I am in contact with all parliamentarians. Our organization is well known for it in the Swiss Parliament.

Declaration of intention

I defend the universal human rights that should be recognized as a basis of a supranational obligatory legal order for all peoples.

In particular, I am committed to the assimilation of women, men and children who are entitled to adequate food, drinking water and an education.

I am of the opinion that initiatives for the coming into force of a democratic World Parliament comprising among others a Global Peoples Chamber be implemented.

I demand the abolition of all dictatorships and the founding of a global democracy based on a federalism where the nations form an integral part but where they should limit their sovereignty in favour of world law.

As a member of the Green Party of Switzerland, I am committed to the protection of local and global nature reserve.

On this basis it is possible for me to make known the setting up a World Authority on Oceans.

Amokrane ABDELLI

Born in 1978  
World Citizen Card number :024844  
Residing in Tazmalst, Bejaia (Algeria) : abdelli78@yahoo.com

Presentation

Project Manager (Assistant to the associative movement of south Algeria, training members of associations) Ebert Foundation, Algeria  
Member (Ambassador of Peace) of the FEDERATION FOR UNIVERSAL PEACE ; Member of the Algerian network of young workers. EBERT FOUNDATION,ALGERIA ; Membership of blood donors association ; Member of the Algerian Association for the safeguarding of the youth( 2 years)

Seminars:

- Election ;Tool for democratic change, Barcelona, Spain  
- Moderation and presentation of a project, Algiers, Algeria  
- Communication and conflict resolution, Algiers, Algeria  
- Leadership and social communication, Tizi Ouzou, Algeria  
- Preparation and presentation of projects, Souk Ahras, Algeria

Declaration of intention

Conscious of my responsibility as a World Citizen in the face of the alarming situation in which our planet is, degradation of human rights, humanitarian risk, lack of solidarity and facing major problems such as natural disasters, wars and conflicts.....etc.

Let me introduce myself as a World Citizen committed to human causes. I want to collaborate with World Citizens for a more effective Peoples Congress so that the actions of a delegate or representative become more pragmatic and rational.

I will like to work if i am lucky to be elected at the Peoples Congress on :

- The strengthening of capacity building of World Citizens based on internet networks such as Facebook, Twitter etc.... and as moderator and representative of World Citizens in Algeria, i found out that the dissemination of information through the social sites is more effective.

- Work closely with other delegations and start the chain of humanitarian work to the world, which is an initiative that will undoubtedly be present in every operation of solidarity and humanitarian assistance operation.

- Reviving the World Citizen Registration centers in every resort city, neighborhood and work with other associations, NGOs and inviting them to join World Citizenship in order to make their work effective on the ground.

- Working to increase awareness of ideas of world citizenship which is a reflection of local citizenship.

- Working with World Citizens and to give a performance at the Peoples Congress by participating in and organizing events, training workshops around the world and working on launching a database for the circulation of information concerning the activities of representatives and associations as well as NGOs affiliated to the Peoples Congress. In that way it will be faster and more efficient.
Declaration of intention

During my stay in France, I found out that many people do not find it useful to take a World Citizen Card because they say ‘I am already, indeed a World Citizen. What’s the point in having this card?’ Sometimes, I can convince them by explaining that taking the World Citizen Card is a concrete commitment because it allows to vote in elections to the Peoples Congress.

My goal is to promote mundialism to the youth in southeast Asia because in this region, they do not consider themselves World Citizens as a matter of fact. I want to show them that mundialism is the future political shape to meet the problems which are at the planetary level and southeast Asia, as other regions of the world is surely always concerned by this world’s problems. That all the peoples of the world may be represented at the Peoples Congress, so also those of southeast Asia, as they too have their say and their ideas to propose a harmonious life on earth. Lastly, if elected as a delegate, I will propose that within the framework of World Environmental Authority, the Peoples Congress includes the prohibition of the manufactured or at least the use of defoliants. For 35 years after the end of the war and after two generations, the chemical (manufactured by Monsanto and Dow Chemical) spilled on my country's forests by the U.S. military still causes disease and painful human catastrophe.

Biography

I was born in Vietnam in July 4 1983. I received my high school education in Danang, Vietnam. I arrived in France in 2002 for graduate studies. After 5 years I obtained a Master’s degree in Information Technology. Then I worked for a French Company from 2008 until early 2010.

At the end of 2002, a Vietnamese friend resident in France asked me to help prepare the mailing of the Quarterly Report of World Citizens of the French Center. That’s how I got to know of World Citizens and Mundialism. So I took my World Citizen Card in 2003. Then from September 2003 to February 2010, I took charge of the administrative secretariat of the French center (except in May 2006 to April 2007)

In February 2010, I returned to my country because I wanted to work in southeast Asia.

In addition to my activities in mundialism, I am active within the Collective Vietnam Dioxin (Orange Agent). In fact, dioxin on Vietnam launched during the American war is still claiming victims today. Many children are born deformed because of the infiltration of dioxin into the soil.

Marie-Françoise LAMPERTI

World Citizen Card number : 185928
Residing in Vincennes (France)
agirdshomme@yahoo.fr

Biography

President of the Association ‘Act for Human Rights’ (AHR)

Human Rights Activist for several years, I formed the association ‘Act for Human Rights’ in 2003. This association is involved in education, defense and promotion of human rights.

The association has organized several conferences on topics as diverse as those relating to peace in the world or freedom of expression. These conferences were intended to conduct debates, notably contradictory, aiming to elaborate a collective reflection on current issues.

Defending human rights consisted in partnering with other NGOs such as RWB Reporters Without Borders), Amnesty International, CAAT (Christian Action Against Torture) The Human Rights League, IFHR (International Federation of Human Rights) to denounce violations wherever they occur in the world.

We have also contributed in the production of a documentary on the exiled childhood entitled “Alone in the world, exiled childhood .. Directed by Bruno Victor Pujebet, this documentary narrates the illegal immigration of children and adolescents who flee their countries due to poverty or war and beyond the borders meet only social services in host countries or worse, the courts. AHR has worked with the production in the capacity of Consultant with regard to the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Member of ASCOP for three years, the association has been involved with ASCOP during the 60th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by making a campaign claiming that the peoples right of expression exist at the United Nations.

Personally, I am also Vice-President of the Union of Authors, Directors and Technicians of the Cinema and Television.(UART)

Declaration of intention

I wish to get involved and work with delegates of the Peoples Congress for the existence of a right of expression in the heart of the peoples of the United Nations.

To this end, I will put at the disposal of the Congress my researches and the outcome of my analysis for us all to evolve our actions of which one of the goals is to highlight the need for UN reform. This idea is the driving force for my candidature.

Furthermore, I am ready, whatever the project to collaborate in concert with all the delegates so that the dignity, justice and freedom around the world are not just vain words.

In my approach, the project which is really innovative, lies in this, that it captures the human rights through the lighting of global democracy.

To do this, I promise to be a force proposal in Congress so that we can join ourselves together in joint projects in the service of humanity.

The Peoples Congress represents for me this space of hope and achievement.
Prezentation

The town of Saint-Nolff, with 3,750 inhabitants, is located near the southern Brittany Gulf of Morbihan.


Declaration of intention

In 1997, after meeting Roger Winterhalter, at the time Mayor of Lutterbach (Alsace), I proposed to the Municipal Council to declare our Commune by deliberation "World Territory" by adhering to the World Communes.

Since then, we have always made reference to the membership that marks today our local identity and tried to respect the spirit of the charter.

It's still Roger Winterhalter who convinced me of the merits of this candidature.

If I am elected, I pledge to reactivate and develop the network of World Communes.

Biography

I am originally from the Democratic Republic of Congo, a world citizen since 2004, and member of the world citizen registry in Goma. Driven by humanitarian values, earth is my native land and humanity my family. Militant and leader for a full development, I created the association "Solidarity and good will". Esperantist, I lead a local association called "Goma Esperanto Club". I take care of orphan children, poor victims of repetitive wars.

Declaration of intention

We cannot change the world but we can help improve it. We have to overtake the North-South concept.

Real relations must be established between us using the world citizen concept because we are facing the same challenges. Our battles are for freedom and peace. If all the people who like peace hold hands, there is no reason that the world becomes a better place.

Everything starts somewhere and for us it is just the beginning of our getting together to share our hopes with the world citizens.

I am African and since 36 years, I am watching why Africa is remaining a continent of poverty where there is only war and hunger. There is a lack of political willingness.

The African poverty is the results of the States heads and the politicians bad management, helped by the international cartels. It belongs to us to take our responsibilities and to take along the others.

We have to rise our eyes and explain that each of us has a role to play to rise hope among future generations.

With "Solidarity-Good will", I have launched vulgarisation campaigns. I must continue to participate to the valorisation of human dignity. With "Solidarity - Good will I must continue to look for environmental issues and look for the solutions for all of us.
My Experience:

I am the founder of Planetafilia, AC, which proposes to transform the U.N. as World Federation of Nations. I am a speaker at various forums such as the University of Sapporo, the Commonwealth Club of San Francisco, the 61st and 62nd conferences of DPI--NGO(U.N.) in Paris and Mexico D.F.. I call for the World Alliance for the Transformation of the United Nations (WATUN) since the 25th Congress of WFM in Geneva. I am a representative of UNPA (Mexico). I am also an advisor of DWF and Vice-President International of "Vote World Parliament " (Canada)

If I Am elected, I intend to:

Create an awareness that we live in a time of Copernican decision to transform the idea of absolute national sovereignty to the sovereignty of humanity through two parallel paths:

A) The transformation of the U.N. into a World Federation of Nations through the revision of the San Francisco Charter (Art 109)

B) The global referendum on world democracy and the INICIATIVA TRIO, which is a popular initiative on three world laws:

1. World law to stop the global warming and clean the planet.
2. World law on water and natural resources for all
3. World law for the human dignity and the abolition of genocide, extreme poverty and all weapons of mass destruction.

Finally, my intention as delegate to the Peoples Congress is stimulated in conjunction with other organizations of the civil society, the development of the primary electoral processes of the world parliament in conformity with the electoral processes being proposed in the attached document entitled "Convocatoria PARMUN"

Biography

I devote my professional activity as a private practitioner psychiatrist since 23 years to the durable integration of foreign migrants in the country especially those who have suffered psychological trauma following military and civilian conflicts that are constantly going on in the world of to day ex: Russia, Mauritania, Thad, Rwanda, Cameroon, Angola, Bangladesh, Turkey, Iraq, Syria, Georgia, Kosovo, Macedonia,.......)

This commitment was inspired to me by the support of German physicians to Nazism in 1933 and the attempt made to understand the possibilities of fighting the repetition.

I ask myself since the meaning of the systematic support of the medical corporation to the power in place. I consider that my practice is part of the public service

I have adopted the side of the foreigner because the moral qualities of a society and its longevity can be measured by the protection it can provide. A society will treat in 10, 20, 30 years its own children the way it treats the foreigners to day; It is a social and political criteria that will predict it.

Declaration of intention

I am a candidate again, 3 years after my first attempt , because I pretend to humbly defend the universality of the human condition through my psychiatrist profession.

The social, political construction, solidarity and brotherhood are a difficult learning that is often problematic and that an error can jeopardize.

It is also difficult not to answer to violence using violence, individually or in a group. Difficult but necessary if we want to transmit a culture of peace and accept to have a place and a name for each of us in the symbolic and collective field of humanity even for the torturer

I am born Jewish with all it represents as cultural richness and also as the capacity of nationalistic and community withdrawal to day (example around the unconditional defenses of the interests of the state of Israel) I am used to say that I am born Jewish and that I became a physician (it is less restrictive) in order to serve all the dimensions of universalism that it imposes and creates. Suffering has no color and no boundaries, nor its comprehension. I have devoted my life to the welcoming of foreign people in order to help their integration in my country, France, becoming less and less hospitable. I am doing it with more and more conviction and fervor since Veronique, my dear wife has been murdered by one of our patients in 2005 during a madness attack. His family and ours are the victims of this drama. Anja my second spouse has given us Livia in 2007 and Amos in 2010. The presence of Joseph, David and Sarah my 3 first children remind me continuously the testimony of fraternity and universalism that Veronique has left to us.
Waldo TAPIA CONTRERAS

Born in 1948
World Citizen Card number : 156781
Residing in Venezuela, Ciego de Avila (Cuba):

Biography

Engineer and Registered World Citizen in 1993, then head of the Cuban Centre for Registration of World Citizens and for many years member of the 'Association of World Citizens (AWC San Francisco)

Despite limited means, we seek to work in an active way according to the social and cultural needs in our region.

Declaration of intention

- Organize a regional center of World Citizens Registry in Latin America.
- Creating scientific events with social and cultural organizations in connection with the World Citizens. To introduce youth to world citizenship.
- Convene a group of World Citizens Volunteers to collaborate on international projects in the Latin American region and the world.
- Acting for the protection of the environment and to strengthen world peace through appropriate organizations, etc

Claudine BESSET-LAMOINE

Born in 1939
World Citizen Card number :
Address : in Ste-Cécile (France)
claudine.besset-lamoine@orange.fr

Biography

I am a widow and mother of three children. I have only one grand--son

I registered as a World Citizen since 2007.

I had a teaching career related to research in science education and this included the coordination of groups, the creation of educational T.V. programs, participation in the creation and drafting such as : a comparative study of educational systems in Europe.

For many years, I am on the Executive Board of Friends of 'Le Monde Diplomatique' with the organization of discussions, exchanges and debates on major issues at the national and international levels.

I also participate in the activities of the League of Human Rights as Secretary of Section, Regional Councilor and member of the Central Committee.

Finally, I am an associate researcher at the EPHE/CNRS in ancient history

Declaration of intention

It will be brief. On the principles, I am always conscious to belong to the world community and to the struggle for the implementation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, of Women and Citizens.

On the Institutions, the creation of a World Constituent Assembly seems to me a first step in what is one of the rules of exchanges between people, that is to say the process of "conversation" word dear to Germaine Tilon.

Finally, for what is my personal active contribution, exchanges, writing, dramaturgical processes and the theoretical and practical elaboration of judicial procedures that go in the direction of peace and co-fraternity between peoples.

A final word: No more cruel weapons, no more wars, no more violence
Kalima ARBOUCHE

Biography

I am in Strasbourg since 1952. Oldest child among a family of 11 children, unlike my brothers and sisters, I did not have the opportunity to get a normal higher education.

All my experience is the result of my determination and of my internal strengths that drove me. This persistence, even self taught, has allowed me to get with success my master II degree in social science in Strasbourg.

Since 5 years I am the president of "AMESCIMOD" and we have a partnership with associations in Marrakech, Ghmat, Zagora and Tissint.

I am very active in the fields and at this moment, I am trying to organize a "mobile health services caravan" for the south of Morocco. It is like a mobile hospital.

Declaration of intention

Since 4 years, I work in partnership with development associations and for the emancipation of populations that have been abandoned for a long time in the south of Morocco. They are women and children associations with a basic literacy objective. They also work at making them aware of their human rights and human dignity.

In this endeavor, I have a project that seems a little bit utopian, but with the active support of the House of World Citizenship in Mulhouse and its president Roger Winterhalter we hope to achieve it. We want to help create a "House of Citizenship and Solidarity in Zagora. Our means are very low, however our faith and motivation will win on difficulties and resistances that we will encounter in the fields.

Takashi AGO

Biography

• 1974: Entry to the Academy of Oomoto (Japanese Shinto religion)
• 1978: Graduation from the Academy of Oomoto
• Member of the International Department of Oomoto
• Secretary-General of the Association for the dissemination of Esperanto (EPA)
• 1973: I became an esperantist and member of the World Federalist Movement
• 1979: Delegate of Oomoto to the 64th Universal Congress of Esperanto at Lucerne and later I travelled in Europe for three months.
• I attended as an observer instead of Mr Eizoo Itoo at a session of Institute of Mundialist Studies at the' Lambertie' castle organized by Guy Marchand.
• From 1979 to 1995 without interruption, I participated in the Universal Congress of Esperanto by accompanying the EPA delegation.
• In 1983 and 1993, I organized the 70th and 80th Congress of Esperanto at Kameoka as Secretary-General of the Organizing Committee of Congress
• I became 'C' member of the committee for the Universal Association of Esperanto
• In 2007 I became Executive Director of EPA
• I became Director of the International Association of Universal Humanism
• I became member of the Mongolian Center of the Universal Humanist Association (UHA)
• The board member of the local organizing committee of the 6th Asian Congress of Esperanto at Ulan Bator (Mongolia) and created the first global village called 'Guichinus' in Mongolia in collaboration with my village and the Mongol Center of UHA.
• I organize for 2010 the sixth Asiatic Congress of Esperanto at Ulan Bator

Declaration of intention

I am myself a member of the World Federalist Movement in Japan and esperantist for 37 years.

My esperantist editor Mr. Eizoo ITOO was executive member of the World Citizens Movement in Japan for a long time.

I would be very happy to be able to play a role as intermediary between the World Citizens Movement, the World Federalist Movement and the Movement for Esperanto mainly in eastern Asia.